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1. INTRODUCTION
In this paper, we will be concerned with the oscillation of the
EmdenFowler difference system
 x  b g y ,Ž .n n n 1Ž .½  y a f x  r , n 1, 2, . . . .Ž .n1 n n n
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Ž .An existence and uniqueness theorem for solutions of 1 is easily estab-
lished. Indeed, given x and y , we can calculate1 0
x  x  b g y , y  y  a f x  r ,Ž . Ž .2 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1
x  x  b g y , . . . ,Ž .3 2 2 2
Ž .4successively in a unique manner. The corresponding sequence x , yn n n1
Ž . Ž .4 Ž .will be called a solution of 1 . A solution x , y of 1 is said to ben n
 4  4oscillatory if both of its component sequences x and y are oscillatoryn n
Ž .i.e., neither eventually positive nor eventually negative . Otherwise it is
said to be nonoscillatory.
Ž .The special case of 1 , when r  0, has been considered by Li andn
   Agarwal 5 and Li and Cheng 7 . Several oscillation and nonoscillation
criteria have been obtained by employing the inequality technique and
fixed point theorems.
Ž . Ž .It is known that when r  0, g x  x, and f x  x, the oscillation ofn
Ž . Ž  .1 is equivalent to the oscillation of one of its solutions see 3, p. 153 .
Ž .However, the system 1 can have both oscillatory and nonoscillatory
solutions. For example, the system
 x  y ,n n½  y 4 x  1n1 n
Ž .n Ž .n1has a nonoscillatory solution x  14 1 8, y  1 4, andn n
Ž .n Ž .Ž .n1a oscillatory solution x  14 n 1 , y  2n 1 1 . Thisn n
surprising result motivated us to investigate the oscillation of the system
Ž .1 . In particular, our results improve and extend Theorems 2.1 and 2.2 of
 Wong and Agarwal 8 by dropping the additional assumption
 1	 L ,  1,
 x  ,  1,n 1 L ,  1,
where L 0 is a constant,  is a positive quotient of odd integers, and
Ž . 1g x  x .
Throughout, we shall assume that:
Ž .  4H1 b is a nonnegative sequence;n n1
Ž .  4H2 a is a real sequence;n n1
Ž . Ž .H3 f : R R is a continuous function such that xf x  0 for
Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .x 0, and f u  f   F u,  u for u  , where F is nonnega-
tive continuous;
Ž .H4 g : R R is a continuous and nondecreasing function such
Ž .that xg x  0 for x 0.
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2. SOME BASIC LEMMAS
In this section we present three lemmas which will be used in the proofs
of our main results given in Section 3.
 4  4LEMMA 1. Suppose b has a positie subsequence b . Then then n1 ni
 4 Ž .4 Ž .component sequence x of a nonoscillatory solution x , y of 1 is alson n n
nonoscillatory.
 4  4Proof. Assume to the contrary that x is oscillatory but y isn n
Ž . Ž .eventually positive. Then in view of 1 ,  x  b g y 	 0 for n largern n n
Ž .than some integer N, and that  x  b g y  0 when n N. Thusn n n ii i i
x  0 for all large n or x  0 for all large n. This is a contradiction. Then n
 4case where y is eventually negative is similarly proved.n
Ž .4 Ž .LEMMA 2. Suppose x , y is a solution of 1 with x  0 for n	 nn n n 0
	 1. Suppose further that there exists an integer m n and a positie0
number  such that
ny rn 1 s0  a Ý sž /f x f xŽ . Ž .n ssn0 0
m1 y  x F x , xŽ .s s s1 s 	  , n	m. 2Ž .Ý f x f xŽ . Ž .s s1sn0
Then
y  f x , n	m.Ž .n m
Ž .Proof. In view of 1 , we see that
n n n y rs1 s
a  Ý Ý Ýs f x f xŽ . Ž .s ssn sn sn0 0 0
n nyy y  x F x , x rŽ .n 1n s s s1 s s0    ;Ý Ýf x f x f x f x f xŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .n1 n s s1 ssn sn0 0 0
thus
n m1yy r y  x F x , xŽ .n 1n s s s s1 s0   a  Ý Ýsž /f x f x f x f x f xŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .n1 n s s s1sn sn0 0 0
n y  x F x , xŽ .s s s1 s Ý f x f xŽ . Ž .s s1sm
n1 y  x F x , xŽ .s s s1 s	  , n	m.Ý f x f xŽ . Ž .s s1sm
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Ž .Since y  x  b y g y 	 0, we see that the last sum is nonnegative. Thiss s s s s
implies that
n1 f x y  x F x , xŽ . Ž .n1 s s s1 sy 	  f x   0, n	m ,Ž . Ýn n1 f x f xŽ . Ž .s s1sm
which in turn implies  x  0 for n	m. We may now follow the samen
 arguments in the proofs of 7, Lemma 2; 8, Lemma 2.2 or we may verify
 4directly that the sequence  defined byn
n1 f x  x F x , x Ž . Ž . Ž .n1 s s1 s s
   f x  , n	mŽ . Ýn n1 f x f xŽ . Ž .s s1sm
Ž .satisfies      f x and y 	  for n	m. The proof is com-n m m n n
plete.
3. MAIN RESULTS
For simplicity, we list the conditions used in the main results as

 r  , 3Ž .Ý s
s1

b  , 4Ž .Ý s
s1

a  , 5Ž .Ý s
s1
and

 a  . 6Ž .Ý s
s1
Ž . Ž .THEOREM 1. Suppose the conditions H1  H4 hold. Suppose further
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .that 3 , 4 , and 5 hold. Then eery solution of 1 either oscillates or
 satisfies liminf x  0.n n
Ž .4 Ž .Proof. Suppose x , y is a nonoscillatory solution of 1 andn n
   4 Ž .liminf x  0. Since b has a positive subsequence, in view of 4 , wen n n
 4  4infer from Lemma 1 that x is nonoscillatory. Assume that x isn n
eventually positive such that x  0 for n	 n . Since liminf x  0,n 0 n n
Ž .there exist m	 n and m , m  0 such that x m , f x 	m , for0 1 2 n 1 n 2
Ž .n	m. Then it follows from 3 that
nn n  Ý rr r sn ss s 1  m , n	m , 7Ž .Ý Ý 3f x f x mŽ . Ž .s s 2sm sm
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Ž . Ž .where m is a finite positive constant. Then, in view of 5 and 7 , we see3
Ž .that 2 is satisfied for n	m. If m is sufficiently large, applying Lemma 2,
we obtain
y  f x  0, n	m.Ž .n m
But since g is nondecreasing,
 x  b g y  b g  f x , n	m , 8Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .n n n n m
Ž .  4by means of 4 , x will tend to , which is a contradiction. The casen
 4where x is eventually negative is similarly proved. The proof is complete.n
EXAMPLE 1. Consider the difference system
 x  y , n n
 1 1n
 y  x  1 , n 2, 3, . . . .Ž .n1 n n 1 n n 1Ž .
1 1nŽ . Ž . Ž .Clearly, b  1, a  , f x  g x  x, and r  1 , andŽ .n n nn 1 n n  1
the conditions of Theorem 1 are satisfied. Therefore, every solution of the
 above system either is oscillatory or liminf x  0. In fact,n n
n n1 1 2n 1Ž . Ž . Ž .
x  , y n nn n n 1Ž .
is such an oscillatory solution.
In order to state the following oscillation criterion, we need another
assumption on the function g :
Ž .H5 For every  0 and all sufficiently small u,
g u g   g u  g u g  .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .
Ž .  The assumption H5 is motivated by a similar one in 4 , and a function,
besides the obvious identity function, which satisfies such an assumption is
Ž .   g u  u signu where  0.
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .THEOREM 2. Suppose H1  H5 hold. Suppose further that 3 , 4 , and
Ž . Ž .  6 hold. Then eery solution of 1 either oscillates or satisfies liminf xn n
 0 if
  
 b g a  l r  , 9Ž .Ý Ý Ýn i iž /
n0 in1 in1
for eery l 0 and
 du du
0 ,   10Ž .H Hg f u g f uŽ . Ž .Ž . Ž . 	
for eery  0
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Ž .4 Ž .Proof. Indeed, suppose x , y is a nonoscillatory solution of 1 andn n
   4 Ž .liminf x  0 since b has a positive subsequence in view of 4 . Wen n n
 4  4infer from Lemma 1 that x is nonoscillatory. Assume that x isn n
eventually positive such that x  0 for n	 n . Furthermore, there existn 0
Ž .m	 n and m , m  0 such that x 	m , f x 	m , for n	m. As0 1 2 n 1 n 2
seen in the proof of Lemma 2, we have
nyy rn 1n s0  a Ý sž /f x f x f xŽ . Ž . Ž .n1 n ssn0 0
n y  x F x , xŽ .s s s1 s , n	 n .Ý 0f x f xŽ . Ž .s s1sn0
Note that
 y  x F x , xŽ .s s s1 s
 . 11Ž .Ý f x f xŽ . Ž .s s1sn0
Ž .Otherwise 2 is valid for some positive number  and integer m. Then by
Ž . Ž .Lemma 2, y  f x  0 for n	m so that 8 holds and its subse-n m
quent contradiction holds as before. It now follows
 yy r y  x F x , xŽ .n 1n s s s s1 s0  a  Ý Ýsž /f x f x f x f x f xŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .n1 n s s s1sn sn0 0 0
 r y  x F x , xŽ .s s s s1 s a  Ý Ýsž /f x f x f xŽ . Ž . Ž .s s s1sn1 sn1
 r y  x F x , xŽ .s s s s1 s 
 a   , 12Ž .Ý Ýsž /f x f x f xŽ . Ž . Ž .s s s1sn1 sn1
where
 y r y  x F x , xŽ .n 1 s s s s1 s0
  a   .Ý Ýsž /f x f x f x f xŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .n s s s1sn sn0 0 0
Ž . Ž . Ž .We now show that 
	 0. Indeed, if 
 0, then 6 , 7 , and 11
respectively imply
 

a  , n	m ,Ý s 6sn1
 r 
s  , n	m ,Ý f x 6Ž .ssn1
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and
 y  x F x , x 
Ž .s s s1 s
 .Ý f x f x 6Ž . Ž .s s1sm
But then
n m1y r y  x F x , xŽ .n 1 s s s s1 s0  a  Ý Ýsž /f x f x f x f xŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .n s s s1sn sn0 0 0
 r y  x F x , xŽ .s s s s1 s
 a  Ý Ýsž /f x f x f xŽ . Ž . Ž .s s s1smsn1

 
 
 

	
     0.
6 6 6 2

 Ž . Ž .In view of Lemma 2, y 	 f x for n	m. Again, 8 holds which isn m2
Ž .contrary to the condition 4 and the assumption that x  0 for n	 n ,n 0
Ž .so 
	 0. In view of 12 and 
	 0 we have
 rs
y 	 f x a Ž . Ýn n1 sž /f xŽ .ssn1
  rs	 f x a Ž . Ý Ýn1 sž /f xŽ .ssn1 sn1
 1
 	 f x a  rŽ . Ý Ýn1 s sž /m2sn1 sn1
 
  f x a  l r ,Ž . Ý Ýn1 s sž /
sn1 sn1
where l 1m , for all large n. For the sake of convenience, let2
 
 A  a  l rÝ Ýn1 s s
sn1 sn1
Ž .for all large n. Then lim A  0 and in view of H5 ,n n
 x  b g y 	 b g A f x 	 b g A g f xŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž .n n n n n1 n1 n n1 n1
for n larger than or equal to some integer N. It is easy to see that 6,
Lemma 2.1
x x dun1s  ;Hg f x g f uŽ . Ž .Ž .Ž . xs1 n
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Ž .thus by 10
n1 n1  xn
b g A Ž .Ý Ýs s1 g f xŽ .Ž .s1sN sN
n1 x du dus1
   ,Ý H Hg f u g f uŽ . Ž .Ž . Ž .x xs NsN
Ž .  4which is contrary to 9 . The case where x is eventually negative isn
similarly proved. The proof is complete.
 We remark that Theorem 2 improves and extends Theorem 3.3 of 8 .
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